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Seat sling
The seat sling differs between the Argon and the Neon. Both provide a rigid base for seat cushions and are 
available with a choice of utility bags located to the underside of the sling.

1 Utility bag 2 Utility bags 
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Lightweight seat sling -Available on Xenon, Xenon SA, 
Neon and Neon SA

Made from a vented lightweight vented material, the lightweight 
seat sling provides a weight saving for active users where 
every gram counts. 

Available with a choice of utility bags

1 Utility bag (3014)  / 2 Utility bags (3017) / Catheter bag (3018)

Solid seat padded - Available on Neon and Neon SA (3010)

Consisting of a wooden base and foam cushion this seat is 
available to suit all frame sizes.

No Available on Q. Life

Catheter bag

No Available on Q. LifeAvailable on all models

Available with a choice of utility bags located to the underside of 
the sling with 1 utility bag, catheter bag or 2 utility bags. 

Seating

Seat Sling Clip Style (airflow) - Available on Helium
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Seat cushion with black cover - Available on all models

Seat Cushion with water resistant / breathable 
cover - Available on all models 

Medical lamb skin cushion cover - Available on Neon 
and Neon SA (1404)

This seat cushion complete with removable washable cover, is 
available in Latex material (in a 5cm or 8cm cushion thickness) 
and Foam material (in 3cm or 5cm cushion thickness). 

This seat cushion comes complete with a breathable inner 
cover that is water resistant whilst enabling air exchange 
when seated.

Like the standard cushion this comes in 3cm or 5cm 
thickness of Foam cushion or in 5cm or 8cm thickness of 
Latex cushion. 

Ideally suited for users who require added warmth and a softer 
feel when seated, the medical lamb skin cover is completely 
removable and wraps around standard seat cushions.  

Available in 3 sizes  : 35cm, 40cm or 45cm wide

Cushions
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JAY® offers a complete range of cushions and backs to meet individual user needs. The 
comfort cushions, for users with moderate to low skin protection and positioning needs. 
Skin protection cushions for moderate skin protection and positioning needs and the 
Positioning & Skin protection cushions, for user with more complex positioning needs 
and or high skin breakdown risk

For more information please refer to the JAY® cushions Brochure and Order form

Easy Visco

Active

Xtreme

Soft Combi P

Easy Fluid

Jay clinical cushions and backs
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The contour depths 
and back heights are 
available in the fol-
lowing combinations

Mid 
thoracic
(MT)

Upper 
thoracic
(UT)

Shoulder 
height
(SH)

Shallow Contour
(SC)

Mid Contour
(MC)

Deep Contour
(DC)

Jay Backs

JAY® backs are designed to provide posterior lateral pelvic stabilization along with enhanced 
trunk stability. They are lightweight and adjustable, allowing for easy installation. JAY® backs 
reduce fatigue and maximize function to provide clients the comfort and stability to go anywhere 
with confidence.

For more information please refer to the JAY® backs Brochure and Order form

Headrests available for SC and MC

Lateral, headrest and harnessis  available for SC, MC, DC and PDC

Lateral, headrest and harnessis  available for SC, MC, DC and PDC

Width 31, 36, 41, 46 31, 36, 41, 46 36, 41, 46 
available: and 51 cm and 51 cm and 51 cm 
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Fixed 90°, non angle-adjustable, non-folding backrest  

BACKREST FRAMES

The Quickie range of manual chairs offers a choice of backrests to suit any situation. 
Choose from a range of backrest frames and upholsteries to suit users with mild to 
moderate clinical requirements. 

Fixed at 90° this backrest is not adjustable and can not be folded. Ideally suited for users who want a rigid 
backrest with minimal play and movement when propelling.

Ideally suited for users looking to save weight and use this back frame in combination with a solid back 

Backrest

Backrest frames

Backrest

 Available on Xenon and Xenon SA

Available on Xenon, Xenon SA for desk 
sideguards

Available on Neon, Neon SA 
(4017)
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Available on Helium

Non-folding, angle-adjustable backrest 

The backrest provides +8° (backwards) to -12° (forwards) of back angle adjustability in 5° 
increments.

This simple but effective design allows the backrest to be adjusted in minutes by relocating the 
fixing screws through a sequence of holes located at the rear of the frame.

Unique in design, this mechanism provides users with an adjustable backrest that is firm and rigid 
with no play.

Available on Xenon, Xenon SA

 Available on Quickie LifeAvailable on Neon, Neon SA and 
Argon (4018)

Available on Xenon, Xenon SA 
for desk sideguard 
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Folding, angle-adjustable backrest - Available on Neon, Neon SA and Argon (4029)

Using the same angle-adjustable mechanism as the non-folding, angle-adjustable back (4018) this 
back provides users with the same level of adjustment with the added benefit of allowing users to fold 
down the back in seconds using the quick release pull cord for ease of storage and transportation.

Folding, angle-adjustable backrest - Available on Helium (4029)



An addition to the folding backrest (4029), this allows the backrest to be locked whilst in the folded 
position with the flick of a lever.

This enables users to lift and move the chair ensuring the back stays in the folded down position.

Double locking backrest- Available on Argon and Helium (4016)

Available on Helium (4018)

Note: Available in 3 colours

11
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Upholstery

Adjustable backrest upholstery ( Tension adjustable)

The Quickie range of backrest upholsteries all provide 
users with excellent support and flexibility through tension 
adjustable straps which can be adjusted and shaped to 
the user’s back for greater comfort and better posture. 
Available in nylon (std), vented and leather.

 Vented material - Available on all models

The vented material enables air exchange and heat dissipation 
for greater comfort when seated for long periods.

Alcanthara Available on Xenon, Xenon SA and Helium ( in 
brown and grey)

Nylon / Standard  - Available on all models (4032)

Available in a range of colours (on nylon Neon, Neon SA and Argon)

Air flow (ligthweight) adjustable backrest upholstery 
- Available on Xenon, Xenon SA. and Helium
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Solid backrest - Available on Neon and Neon SA (4025)

Padded for extra comfort and suspended via the backrest 
tubes, this detachable solid backrest is ideally suited for 
users requiring extra support in the lumbar region.

Backrest Cushion - Only Available on Neon, Neon SA

Available in 2 Thicks :30mm (4035) and 50mm (4036)
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Short push handles - Available on  all models

Long push handles - Available on all models

Push handles
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Fold down push handles - Available on all models

Fold these push handles down with the click of a button 
for ease when storing or transporting the chair.

Height adjustable push handles- Available on all 
models

Easy to adjust through a simple lever making life easy for 
users with different attendants and carers.

Push handles
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Other Options

Stabilising  bar Swing-Away - Available on Neon, Neon 
SA, and Xenon SA

Painted to match the frame colour and mounted onto the back 
tubes, the stabilising bar provides added rigidity to folding 
chairs. Ideally suited for use with tension adjustable backrest.

Folding stabilising bar - Available on Neon, Neon SA, 
Xenon and Xenon SA

Mounted onto the push handles the folding stabilising bar 
provides added rigidity to folding chairs, ideally suited for use 
with tension adjustable backrest. 

Slide the sleeve from the centre and the folding stabilising 
bar folds with the chair.

This option is only available when the chair is fitted with 
height adjustable push handles.

This hardware kit includes the Quickie height adjustable 
push handles and contains everything that you need to fix 
any Jay® backrest to the push handles supplied.

Jay hardware height adjustable  push handles- 
Available on all models

Neon and Neon SA

Xenon and Xenon SA
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Other Options 

Half folding back - Available on Quickie Life, Xenon and  
Xenon SA

Auto folding stabilizer bar - Available on Quickie Life, 
Xenon and Xenon SA.

Oval shaped backrest tubing (OSB) - Available on 
Helium
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Seat depth growth kit - Available on Neon, Neon SA, 
and Argon 

For added safety and security choose the Quickie 
positioning belt with its car style push to release 
button.

Inserted into the seat rail the seat depth growth kit provides 
users with an extra 5cm of seat depth often required when 
fitting third party backrests such as Jay® or for femural 
growth.

This option cannot be chosen with the 90° fixed backrest 
(4017) and comes with a 70kg user weight limit

Other Options

Spare cushion cover with zipper - Available on all 
models 

Positioning belt - Available on all models

Headrest - Available on Neon and Neon SA, 
Xenon SA (Two height Medium and small)

The Quickie headrest provides both height 
and angle adjustability, and can be set 
asymmetrically to suit individual client needs; 
std (4027), large (4044)

Note, headrest is same just brackets are highly 
different depending on the wheelchair model. Available on Neon and 

Neon SA

Head rest only
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Padded Quickie-style armrest - Available on Neon, Neon 
SA and Argon(4265)

Single post, height adjustable Quickie-style armrest, 
long pad - Available on all models

Quad release mechanism - Available on Neon, Neon 
SA, Xenon, Xenon SA and Life

The padded Quickie-style armrest is lightweight for active 
users and can be swing-away or completely detached  to aid 
transfers. 

This detachable, height adjustable armrest comes complete 
with an integrated side guard  and padded grip to help when 
transferring.

For use with the fixed height or height adjustable armrests 
this adaption fixes directly onto the trigger of the armrest.

Armrest 

Single post, height adjustable Quickie style armrest, 
with short pad - Available on Xenon, Xenon SA, Quickie 
Life. 

REH030001

Available on Neon, Neon SA and Argon

Available on Xenon, Xenon SA, Helium 
and Life
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Fixed height armrest

Height adjustable armrest- Available on Xenon SA,  
Quickie Life, Neon and Neon SA. 

The extensive range of armrests and side guards means whatever a user’s clinical need 
or whatever their lifestyle demands we have an option to suit them

The fixed height armrest comes complete with an integrated 
side guard painted to match the frame colour. 

Using the trigger, users can flip the entire armrest back, 
rotate it to the rear of the backrest or completely detach it, 
aiding side transfers.

This armrest is available with (shown here)
or without the armrest pad and T bar or with short pad - 
Available on Xenon SA, Quickie Life, Neon and Neon SA and 
with long pad only available on Xenon SA and Quicki Life. 

Similar to the fixed height armrest this can be flipped back, 
swung around and completely detached.

Users can also adjust the armpad height using the push 
button located to the underside of the armpad.

This armrest is available with a choice of armpad sizes

Short pad (25cm) and Long pad (30cm)

Available on Neon, Neon SA, 
Xenon, Xenon SA

Available on Neon, Neon SA, Xenon SA, 
Quickie Life

Armrest & Side GuardsArmrest & Side Guards
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Small lightweight carbon fibre side guard - Available 
on, Argon, Heilum, Xenon, and Xenon SA

Plastic detachable side guard - Available on all models

Chosen in combination with the straight aluminium side 
guard or the straight aluminium side guard with fender this 
option allows the  chosen side guard to be  flipped back to aid 
with side transfers.

Slide back option- Available on Argon, Neon, Neon SA

Made from lightweight carbon fibre this fixed side guard 
provides active users with protection and support without 
compromising on weight. 

This black plastic side guard is lightweight and rigid providing 
users with support and protection and like all other side 
guards can be detached, aiding with side transfers. 

Helium, Xenon, Xenon 
SA, Life

Neon, Neon SA, Argon
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Straight aluminium side guard - Available on all models

Aluminium and painted to match the frame colour, this side 
guard extends and rolls over the wheel to provide added 
protection from debris, whilst improving comfort through a 
foam inlay, also aiding stability for the user.

Available as fixed (standard option) or with slide back option, 
ideally suited for use with mountain bike wheels.

Aluminium and painted to match the frame colour, this 
straight side guard provides protection from debris, whilst 
improving comfort through a foam inlay, also aiding stability 
for the user.

Available as fixed (standard option) or with slide back option 
(4233)

This side guard provides added protection from debris, whilst 
improving comfort through a foam inlay, together aiding 
stability for the user.

Ideally suited for users looking to save weight.

Not available with slide back option 

Straight carbon fibre style side guard with fender -  
Available on all models

Straight aluminium side guard with fender - Available 
on all models

Side Guards
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Frame inset on fixed hangers

0cm 2cm 4cm

The frame inset is the distance the front frame tapers inwards on each side providing users with a sleak 
stylish look,  additional support around their legs and makes manoeuvring through tight spaces easier.

Fixed hangers / front frame

105º (Available on Argon and Neon)
100º (Available on Helium and Xenon) 

95° (Available on Argon and Neon) 
92º (Available on Helium and Xenon)

Two variations of front frame angle

0cm or 3cm available on Helium
0cm or 1cm available on Xenon

0cm, 2cm, 4cm avaialable on Argon 
0cm or 2cm available on Neon
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Legrests

Fixed, swing-away or elevating, together with a wide range of footplates to suit every 
client preference. 

Quickie-style hanger - Available on Neon Swing Away.

Sopur-style hanger - Available on Neon Swing Away.

Available in 70° or 90°, the Quickie-style hangers can be 
swung in or out to make room when transferring or completely 
removed for storage and transportation.

These hangers offer incremental lower leg length adjustment 
providing 22cm to 50cm lower leg length, dependent on the 
chair configuration.

Available in 75°, the Sopur-style hangers can be swung in or 
out and completely removed. With new cambolt technology 
play is dramatically reduced.

With a larger release mechanism this hanger is easier to 
operate for people with reduced dexterity and strength. 

Enables 22cm to 50cm lower leg length, dependent on the 
chair configuration.

Hangers
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Elevating legrest - Available on Neon SA, Xenon SA

The Quickie elevating legrest  can be easily adjusted  by the flip of a lever.

Choose right hand , left hand or a pair dependent on user requirements.

Supplied with the divided platform footrest, painted in the frame colour, this 
legrest can be swung  in, out or completely detached.

Elevating legrest - Available on Quickie Life, Xenon, Xenon SA

Choose right hand, left hand or a pair dependent on user requirements.

Swing Away & Elevating Legrests
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Divided, composite, angle adjustable fooplates - 
Available on Quickie Life,Xenon SA and Neon SA

Used with Swing-away hanger, users can flip the composite 
footplates up or swing the entire legrest out of the way, also 
angle and height adjustable footplate. 

Our tried and tested Quickie flip-up footplates made from 
a composite plastic are both lightweight and rigid.

Used with swing-away hanger, users can flip the 
footplates up or swing the entire legrest out of the way.

Also available in an angle-adjustable version to suit more 
specific seating requirements 

Flip-up composite footplates - Available on Neon SA, 
Xenon SA

Divided aluminium, angle and depth adjustable 
footplates - Available on Neon SA, Xenon SA and Argon

Similar to the platform footrest, the divided footplates 
are also constructed from aluminium and painted to 
match the frame colour.

Angle and height adjustable (via extension tubes) these 
footplates can also be flipped up for ease of transfer and 
swung away using the swing-away hangers.

Footplates



Used with Swing-away hanger, users can flip the aluminium 
footplates up or swing the entire legrest out of the way, also 
angle and height adjustable footplate. 
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Swing - away mechanism for footrest - Available on 
Xenon SA, Neon and Neon SA

2106 

2117

Angle and depth adjustable, aluminium platform 
footrest - Available on Neon, Neon SA, Xenon, Xenon SA and 
Quickie Life. 

Made from aluminium and painted to match the frame colour, 
this enhances the rigidity of any folding chair and will benefit 
users looking for a stable and rigid platform.

This footplate comes complete with a horizontal calf strap 
and has the ability to adjust the angle to suit individual 
user requirements and to be flipped up out of the way when 
required.

Divided aluminium angle and depth adjustable 
footplates - Available on Quickie Life
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The auto-folding footboard provides users with a strong and 
rigid base that can be depth, height and angle adjusted to suit 
individual  needs.

Available in black composite and carbon fiber (Xenon only), 
this footboard automatically folds up when the chair is folded 
making  transportation and storage quick and easy.

Auto-folding footrest - Available on Xenon FF and  Neon 
FF 

Lightweight angle and depth adjustable platform 
footrest  - Available on Helium, Neon FF, Xenon and Xenon SA. 

Foot positioning plates - Available on all models

The Quickie foot positioning plates provide users with added 
support, restricting movement. 

For use on platform footrest.

Like the Argon platform footrest this provides users with both 
angle, depth and lower leg length adjustment.

This footrest can be flipped up for transfers or when the chair 
is folded. 

Available in black composite, Carbon fibre or painted 
aluminium to match the frame colour.

Platform

Carbon fibre
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Tubular footrests - Available on Helium and Argon (2106)

This  lightweight aluminium footrest provides excellent chair 
rigidity and a solid platform. 

Tubular footrests with flat cover - Available on Helium 
and Argon (2105)

Like the tubular footrest with the addition of a snap-on flat 
cover.

Angle and depth adjustable platform footrest,  - 
Available on Helium, Argon, Xenon, Xenon SA and Helium 

The platform footrest provides users with both angle and 
depth adjustability through the footplate whilst they are able 
to adjust the lower leg length through the extension tubes.

Angle adjustable aluminium footrest,  
(performance) available on Xenon, 
Xenon SA  and Helium 

Angle adjustable composite foot-
rest
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Platform

High mount footrest option - Available on Neon, Neon 
SA, Xenon, Xenon SA, Helium and Argon

The high mount footrest option is ideal for users with shorter 
lower leg lengths.  Available in two styles; divided or platform. 
The footrest supplied differs depending on the chair.

Aluminium  frame colour or composite footplate
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Fine tuning and personal adjustments are obtained through a range of axle plates allowing users 
to adjust the centre of gravity and seat height to their own personal preference. 

Standard

Short

Handbike
Suspension

Amputee

Neon - Axle plates

The range of Neon axle plates has been designed to 
enable fast and easy adjustment of both seat height and 
centre of gravity, through a series of holes and bolts.

Each axle plate is unique in design and provides a 
different level of adjustment - For more information on 
the adjustability gained through each axle plate please 
refer to the order form.

Hangers

Axle Plates
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Argon  - Handbike Argon - Suspension

Argon  Amputee

Argon Axle plates

The Argon and Argon Ti axle plates provide the user with fast and easy adjustment of both seat 
height and centre of gravity.

Unlike the Neon axle plates all of these  axle plates provide infinite adjustment within a range - 
For more information on the adjustability gained through each axle plate please refer to the order 
form.

Argon - Standard

Axle Plates
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Fork - Available on Quickie Life 
(available in two different widths and 
lengths). 

Long Light-weight (98mm, 
111mm,123mm) 32mm 
wide

Long Light-weight 
Wide (98mm, 
111mm,123mm) 
45mm wide

Choose from an extensive range of castors forks (available on Xenon, Helium, Life in 3 colours, 
in different length and width) and Frog leg suspension fork.

Castor Forks
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Castor pin lock- Available on Neon, Neon SA and Argon (5854) 

Castor Quick Release - Available on Neon, Neon FF and 
Argon (5826)

Castor Forks
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Frog - leg Suspension -  Available on Xenon, 
Xenon SA and Helium
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Solid castor - Available on Xenon, Xenon SA, Neon, Neon 
SA, Helium and Argon 

These solid polyurethane castors are maintenance free 
and have a very low rolling resistance for increased energy 
efficiency.

Available in 3”, 4”, 5”, 6” and 7”, smaller sizes offer a better 
turning radius and greater foot clearance.

Pneumatic castor - Available on Xenon SA, Quickie Life 
and Neon SA

For those users who prefer a softer ride over rough terrain, 
these air filled castors provide more comfort than the solid 
equivalent.

Available in 6”  (shown here) and 7” 

Castors
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Solid light-up castor - Available on all models excpet on 
Quickie Life

Aluminium rim castors- Available on Neon, Neon SA, 
Helium and Argon 

Soft solid castor- Available on all models

These solid castors have a wider rim and are made from a 
softer composite providing a smoother ride whilst still been 
maintenance free.

Available in 5” and 6”

These low profile, maintenance free solid castors are 
made with a stylish aluminium rim and offer an extremely 
responsive ride .

Available in 4” and 5” and new extra wide version

Stand out from the crowd with a set of light-up castors. These 
castors are maintenance free and are available in  3”, 4” and 
5”.



REAR WHEELS
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Straight spoke wheel

Cross spoke wheel - Available on all models

These standard straight spoke wheels come in 20”, 
22”and 24”, complete with quick-release axles.

These standard cross spoke wheels come in 20”, 22”, 
24”, 26” complete with quick release axles.

This stylish highly polished aluminium wheel has straight 
radial spokes and is available in 22” and 24”

Design wheel - Available on all models 

Rear Wheels
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Proton wheel (Super light weight)- Available on 
Xenon, Xenon SA and Helium

Lightweight wheel - Available on all models 

The lightest standard wheel on the market.

These wheels provide 1.5kg  weight saving over a pair of 
straight spoke wheels.

Not available with solid tyres (5168).

Everyday Spox - Available on all models

Made with a double-walled cust0m designed aluminium 
rim for strength, these wheels are extremely reliable and 
comfortable  for everyday use. 

Lightweight, reliable and maintenance free.

Available in 24”, 25” and 26”



TYRES

Solid tyre -  Available on all models

This black non-marking solid tyre has a smaller profile for low 
rolling resistance

Available in 24”.
Not available with lightweight wheel.

This black non-marking solid tyre with a stronger profile 
provides increased grip and traction.

Available in 22”.
Not available with lightweight wheel.

22” x 13 / 8” puncture proof - Solid - Available on Neon, 
Neon SA and Argon (5233)
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Standard slick tyre  - Pneumatic - Available on all 
models except on Quickie Life

This air filled tyre offers a cushioned ride and a slick 
tread for low rolling resistance.

Available in 22”, 24” (Schwalbe right run) and 26” (slick 
tyre)

22”-  24” and 26”

Tyres
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Schwalbe Speedrun - Available on Xenon FF, Neon, Neon 
SA, Helium and Argon

Schwalbe Mountain Bike Wheel -Available on all models 
except on Quickie Life.

 Schwalbe Marathon Plus Evolution - Available on all 
products 

Schwalbe Downtown - Available on Neon, Neon SA, 
Argon, Xenon and Xenon SA

At each push and particularly when braking, the hand’s 
constant contact with tyres can result in irritation and chafing. 
The Schwalbe Downtown with its patented 2 grip solution 
consists of completely smooth sidewalls, allowing hands to 
glide past the tyres without irritation.  
Available in 24”

The newly developed puncture protection belt -       SmartGuard® 
– is extremely effective at preventing tube defects. The insert,
made from highly elastic, special india rubber, offers durable
resistance to penetration punctures. The Marathon Plus
combines the comfort and easy rolling features of a pneumatic
tyre with puncture resistance associated with solid tyres.
Available in 24”

The Mountain bike wheel option comes complete with a 24” 
mountain bike wheel, black powder coated handrim and 
Schwalbe 2 grip tyre.

This off-road tyre for wheelchairs is designed with sturdy lugs 
and large volume so it performs well off-road.

The new Speedrun folding tyre combines the requirements 
of handbikers, indoor sportsmen and everyday users.  It is 
ultra light at just 190g and includes a highly effective puncture 
protection layer.  The black rubber compound will not leave 
unsightly marks and so is also suitable for indoor use.

Available in combination with 25” Spinergy or Lightweight 
wheel  



HANDRIMS
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Titanium clear powder coated handrim  
Available on all models except on Quickie Life

Titanium handrim 
Available on all models except on Quickie Life

Aluminium silver anodized handrim 
Available on all models

Aluminium silver powder coated 
handrim - Available on all models

Stainless steel handrim 
Available on all models

Supergrip handrim  
Available on all models

Coloured aluminium handrim  
Available on all models

Handrim

handrim cover  
Available on all models except on Quickie Life

Maxgrepp
Available on Xenon, Xenon SA and Helium 
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Rear wheel with drum brake  Available on Xenon, 
Xenon SA, Quickie Life, Neon and Neon SA
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Spoke guards

Add a personal touch with our range of funky spoke guards to suit 22” and 24” rear wheels. 
Transparent spoke guards are also available (not shown here) to suit 22”, 24” and 26” rear 
wheels.

5011 Abstract 5019 Creative

5135 Cheese 5015 Feather

5000 Princess 5001 Dancing Bear

5004 Happy Lions

5017 Chrome Wheel 5025 Oriental

5012 Racing 5014 Dirt Race

5005 Water World 5006 Randolf

5007 Monkeys 5008 Pirates

5002 Jungle Fever
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5003 Superhero

5134 Galaktica

5018 Graffiti

5016 Hot Wheels

5021 Space 5130 Fantasy

5009 Tiger 5010 Zebra

5023 Basketball 5024 Basketball 2

5013 Pool 5022 Flying Water

5129 Bibbo 5127 Rotation

5120 Silk 5128 Graphik



WHEEL LOCKS

Designed to prevent roll-back on an incline, the grade aid 
provides security and peace of mind when travelling up steep 
inclines.
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Knee lever wheel lock - Available on all models except 
on Quickie Life

Standard wheel lock - Available on all models except on 
Quickie Life 

Extension handle - Available  on all models

Spring-loaded for ease of use, when engaged the lever lies 
out of the way making side transfers easy.

Spring-loaded for ease of use and mounted at knee level for 
easy access, this wheel lock is suitable for most users.

This extension handle makes operating the knee lever wheel 
lock easier for users with restricted movement.

Available in combination with knee lever brake

Grade aid- Available on Neon, Neon SA and Argon(6005)

Wheel locks



Ideally suited for users with reduced dexterity .
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Compact wheel lock light weight- Available on 
Xenon FF and Helium 

Compact wheel lock - Available on all models

Push to lock- Available on Quickie Life
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Anti tip tubes - Available on Neon, Neon SA, Quickie Life 
and Argon

Crutch holder - Available on all models

Quickie-style anti-tip tubes - Available on Xenon SA, 
Helium and Argon 

The easy to install crutch holder keeps crutches out of the 
way but still in reach.

Available in combination with tip assist (1230)

Prevent backwards tipping. Can be foot operated by the 
attendant.

Anti tip tubes - Available on Xenon, Xenon SA and Helium

Accessories
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Transit wheels- Available on all models 

Frame  protection- Available on all models except on 
Quickie Life

Protect the frame from everyday dents and chips  with this 
easily applied protection sleeve. Fits onto the front frame  or 
hangers.

Specifically designed to allow users to access tight spaces by 
removing the rear wheels.

Tip assist- Available on all models 

This option allows attendants to easily tip the chair back to 
mount kerbs and steps. 

Available in right hand, left hand or as a pair.



Bike style air pump.

High pressure, quality track pump.

The stylish Quickie back pack hooks directly onto the push 
handles and is ideal for storage.
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Quickie back pack - Available on all models

Air pump - Available on all models except on Quickie Life

High pressure air pump - Available on all models except 
on Quickie Life



Can be used for carrying laptops or briefcases.
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Mobile phone holder- Available on Xenon, Xenon SA, 
Neon FF and Argon

Bag caddy - Available on all models

Net bag - Available on all models except on Quickie Life



Thearapy table  Slide on 
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Thearapy table  Swing-Away

Snoll on - Available on Helium 
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Tool Kit - Available on Xenon, Xenon SA, Quickie Life, 
Neon, Neon SA, and Argon
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